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Remember Glinda, the Witch of the North, the glittery fairy-like being that first greets 
Dorothy when she arrives in the Land of Oz, and who saves the day when opium 
poppies threaten everyone, and who also comes in at the end of the story to give 
Dorothy the Key to returning home? 

There's a very crucial point left out of the movie, but not out of the book: in the movie, 
Dorothy's slippers are made out of ruby, but in the book her slippers are made out of 
silver. 

She just clicks her silver slippers three times and recites a little doggerel, prayer or spell,
and she is finally back home in Kansas. 

You, too, can be transported home using your silver slippers. In fact, the half billion 
United States Silver Dollars still in circulation have prevented the Perpetrators from 
succeeding in their evil aims, and the vast, unpaid and unpayable amount of silver that 
the guilty Principals owe you stands against any claim that you have ever been a debtor. 

You are still a Kansan and Kansas is still yours.

Remember Glinda dismissing the bad guys with a tut-tut, begone, you have no authority 
here?   That's me. 

Remember, also, the Jimmy Stewart Movie, "It's a Wonderful Life"? 

Here we see the crisis of faith of one George Bailey, just at Christmas time, too, a small 
town operator of a Credit Union, who is attacked by the venomous and evil Mr. Potter 
from the local bank, who seeks to bankrupt George Bailey and the good common people
of Bedford Falls who have joined together to build a Credit Union that competes with 
the bank.
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Review George Bailey's impassioned explanation of what a Credit Union is and how it 
works.  

Everyone pools their credit and loans it out to the other members of the credit union and 
together they all walk forward, depending on each other's good faith to succeed. 

At the end of the bank-caused run on the Credit Union, George and his wife had exactly 
two dollars --- and the love of their community --- left. 

We are seeing the same thing now.  A man whose entire experience has been with 
commercial banks, Eddie Valesquez, has acted as Mr. Potter, hoping that there will be a 
run on the fledgling Credit Union that George Bailey (Hunter) won't be able to weather. 
Why? Because it competes with the banks.  

If people follow the principles of Ubuntu, there will shortly be no need for banks.  Banks
will not be able to charge usury if usury-free loans are available, and that will kill the 
whole business opportunity. It will leave the Rothschilds and other Middlemen (also 
called "Mediums" because they traverse between the world of the living and the dead--
ha!) without a way to siphon wealth, too. 

So, old Mr. Potter has called the card on George Bailey (Hunter Aki) and he is betting 
that George (Hunter) won't have enough money to clear the demand on the traditional 
Credit Union.  

That's because in Potter's bank and all the banks that Mr. Potter (Eddie)  is used to, the 
depositors money is counted as a liability for the bank-- not a credit--  at the same time 
that bank loans out ten times more "credit" based on the blocked assets of the depositors.
(This is a form of gambling enforced under color of law so that the "house" always 
wins.)  

Imagine that I give you a secured ownership interest in my car worth $35,000, and you 
use that as collateral to loan out $350,000 worth of credit without paying me a dime. 
From the first receipts you set aside $35,000 to give me as a "loan", and with all the rest,
you benefit yourself with my credit and hold me responsible for paying you back 
$35,000, plus interest --- of my own credit, based entirely on my assets. 

That's what they've been doing. With car loans.  With house loans.  With business loans. 
No wonder the banks are rich and their customers are poor. 

Of course, the banks in such a system are all bankrupt and "floating" on "margins" of 
leveraged usury.  They could never survive a real bank run. So, they assume that George 



(Hunter) can't survive, either.  And they start this ugly little rumor campaign to kill off 
their competitor.  

So far, all the people who have been helped and who have helped others via their little 
Credit Union are scared like stampeding cattle, with no clue that they are only hurting 
themselves and giving away control of their lives and their credit.  Mr. Potter is sitting in
the background, gloating over their stupidity. 

It remains to be seen if they will remember George Bailey and finally understand what a 
traditional Credit Union is all about. 

And who underwrites it all, either way.
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